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T

erry Myers is a National clinician and
champion horse trainer who offers a
depth of knowledge developed over 45+
years in the horse industry.

Born in western Ohio, Terry began riding not long
after he started walking. Growing
up, he learned to ride both Western and English (including Hunt Seat
and Saddle Seat), and showed in a
variety disciplines that went beyond
your normal Pleasure classes including; driving, showing draft horses and contesting events.

In 1983, Myers founded the Terry Myers Training
Center in Ostrander, Ohio which he continues to own
and operate today. Myers began training multi-disciplined Paint horses including his Paint stallion Reckless Obsession. Under Terry’s guidance, Reckless
Obsession went on to become an APHA Champion
earning several Superior titles along
the way

“Terry Myers
is a leading
trainer, teacher
and national
clinician, but
above all he is a
true horseman.”

From a young age Terry knew riding and training horses was what
he wanted to do. He began starting
colts at the age of 15, with a youthful
willingness to get on any horse that
was brought to him. As a teen, Terry worked with
Quarter Horses and Appaloosas for many years.
Later Terry trained and galloped Thoroughbreds
for the racetrack.

Myers’ success continued with numerous other Paint horses, earning
both National and State titles in Hunter Hack, Hunter Under Saddle, along
with a variety of Western events.

With knowledge built upon a lifetime
of proven success, combined with the
passion and conviction to help others, it’s Terry Myers’ great pleasure to
teach horse enthusiasts throughout
the Nation what he calls “People Training for Horses.”
Terry Myers is available for instruction, training, clinics and expositions, as well as speaking engagements involving horses.

Accomplishments
CHAMPION:
• Trained
&
exhibited horses to
Championship level.

SEE THE
TRANSFORMATION
First Hand

TRAINER:
• Guided
&
instructed Amateur
and
Youth
students to
State
and
National Titles
JUDGE:
• 4H & Open Show Judge
INTERNATIONAL CLINICIAN:
• Hosted clinics at internationally recognized Horse Expos throughout the United
States and Canada.
•

•

Several clinics with the Cadets and Army Mules at the
US Military Academy at West
Point.
Clinics at private stables and
the Terry Myers Training
Center fill his calendar.

From willful
& dangerous

INTERNATIONAL SPEAKER:
• Instruction, clinics and training demonstrations at a variety of Horse
Expositions throughout North America.
AUTHOR & BLOGGER:
Articles published in:
•
Horse & Rider
• Western Horseman
• EquiSearch.com. (online)
Monthly columns published in:
• Horseman’s Corral
• Horse Circuit News
Training Blog - “Tips from Terry”
• TMTrainingCenter.com
YOUTH & 4-H:
Extensive involvement with Ohio’s 4H Youth:
•
Active board member for the Ohio State
4-H
• 4-H Judge & Clinician.

To a willing
& obedient partner

TRAINER • INSTRUCTOR • CLINICIAN • SPEAKER • AUTHOR

Terry Myers offers training services for horses of all disciplines and breeds.
He has trained and ridden everything from a Draft and
Gaited Horses through Ponies and Mules in a variety of
disciplines including Western Pleasure, English Equitation,
Barrels, Jumpers, Dressage, Saddle Seat.
No matter the horses breed or discipline pursued, all horses
should be light in the bridle and supple in their body, they
need to be able to give to the bit and drive from behind.
Whether starting colts to fixing training or behavioral problems, this is always the goal.

Terry
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“From colt
starting to
problem
solving,
lightness is
the goal.”

MYERS

RIDE
• IN •
SYNC
Terry Myers spent nearly 15 years
as the Intercollegiate Horse Show
Association coach for the Ohio
Wesleyan University Equestrian
Team.
During this time, Terry instructed
and observed riders as they learned
basic horsemanship. The irony that
lesson horses knew their job,
but the riders kept getting in
the way of the horses, made
a tremendous impact on
Terry.
Seeing the many students
out of sync with their
horses, led Terry Myers to
developed Ride-In-Sync™
Horsemanship.
Ride-In-Sync™
Horsemanship
is a formula for riding success,
regardless of the horse’s breed,
or riding discipline. The complex,
yet logical, principles behind RideIn-Sync™ Horsemanship center
around properly positioning the
rider, thus allowing the horse to
move correctly.
Regardless of the discipline, the
Ride-In-Sync™ method improves
the communication between rider
and horse, producing visible and
tangible results.

erry teaches riders how to properly ask their
horse to move, then, position their body in a
way that allows the horse to do what is asked.

T

It’s all about partnership in the truest sense of the
word, resulting in horse and rider becoming in sync.
For this reason, Terry Myers calls his horsemanship
philosophy Ride-In-Sync.
Ride-in-Sync teaches horsemanship techniques
which promote a partnership between horse and
rider, under the philosophy that a horse cannot move
properly until the rider is positioned properly. Terry
Myers teaches riders how their body affects their
horses’ movement.
Ride-In-Sync clinics cover Horsemanship as well
as ground work, Showmanship, Patterns, and Trail
obstacles. Terry offers single-day, two-day and
three-day clinics at the Terry Myers Training Center,
at host facilities and modified versions at National
Horse Expos and events.
Contact us to book Terry for your
next group event or expo!

“If your horse
could talk,
he would
probably tell me
he wishes you
would stop
pulling and
yanking
on his mouth.
He would like
for you to
sit properly
and use your
body
in a way that
allows him to
move naturally.”

Let HIS Experience
Be Your guide
Whether a clinician, instructor, demonstrator, coach or trainer, Terry Myers brings a
wealth of experience and knowledge to any equine expo or horse organization.
With the premise that “you can’t teach it until you can do it,” Terry Myers’ success in
the show ring speaks for itself, with numerous wins on both the Quarter Horse and
Paint Horse show circuits.
Myers is personable, approachable and likable, he is charismatic and teaches in an
entertaining and understandable way which only comes from experience.
Contact the Terry Myers Training Center for more information on how to bring
equine education value to your Expo or Equine Event.

TERRY MYERS TRAINING CENTER
Terry & Amy Myers
4170 Stover Rd,
Ostrander, OH. 43061
(P): 740-666-1162
(E): myers5000@aol.com
(W): www.tmtrainingcenter.com

